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Engagement Standards 
 

Operations manual for wealth 
management clients of 

PFM Advisor 

“Our mission is to enhance the quality of life for our 
clients through the creation of discretionary time — 

the essence of true wealth.” 
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Welcome to PFM Advisor.   

We believe in the value of comprehensive wealth management. It is one of the most important services successful people use to 
create an extraordinary business career and personal life. We expect to build a trusted financial advisory relationship with you over 
your lifetime. 

Effective wealth management requires a commitment from both the advisor and the client. These Engagement Standards will help you 
get the most out of the experience, and help both of us produce beneficial, lasting results. If they are followed carefully, there is a 
higher probability you will benefit from our services for the rest of your life. 

 

Who are PFM Advisor’s current clients? What kind of people work with us and utilize our advisory 
services? 

Wealth management works best with people who are willing to learn, grow and take action, and when there is a gap between where 
you are now and where you want to be. 

Most of our clients are affluent individuals and families, both active and retired, who desire ongoing professional assistance in the 
creation and implementation of strategies to reach their financial goals, as they may exist now or in the future. 

Our advisory firm is recognized as one of the best at what we do. However, we realize our service is not right for everyone. Over the 
years, we have found we work most effectively with people who share some or all of the following characteristics: 

 A desire to live a more meaningful life. 

 An open mind and a willingness to creatively brainstorm with us in a continuing dialogue about the goals driving their life 
values. 

 A willingness to make a shift in behavior if it furthers their long term goals. 

 Consider our firm to be the chief executive officer of their financial life. 

 Recognition that we don’t have all the answers and wealth management, like life, is really not an exact science. 

 A desire to be a conscious and prudent consumer. 
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 Realistic investment objectives and a willingness to clearly communicate those expectations to our firm. 

 A willingness to accept the investment returns offered by the market, while recognizing there is no foolproof way to always beat 
the market. 

 A commitment to hold up their end of the engagement by delivering financial information and completing the necessary tasks in 
a timely manner. 

 Recognition that big goals can be achieved by making small changes consistently over time. 

 A desire to have a financial plan to organize their financial lives, and which uses their human and financial capital to create a 
result which helps them achieve their goals. 

 A willingness to delegate unwanted work to a professional financial advisor on an ongoing basis. 

 A willingness to look for others who want a superior wealth management service, and to refer these people to us for the same 
kind of help they receive. 

 

Overview: What services does PFM Advisor provide you? 

We provide comprehensive wealth management services to integrate seven key areas of your financial life: 

1. Asset management (your total investment picture) 

2. Risk management (protecting you from catastrophe) 

3. Tax planning (improving your wealth-building efficiency) 

4. Retirement planning (financial independence) 

5. Estate planning (transferring assets to heirs and/or to worthy causes) 

6. Charitable planning (providing for community and concerns) 

7. Evaluation of goals and objectives (provide context for the financial plan) 

All of these areas are important to helping you achieve personal financial success. Successful people need and value all aspects of 
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wealth management. If any one of these areas are not examined before decisions are made, there is a danger of providing advice that 
may conflict with your actual needs. 

The management process begins with a complete financial review. It provides a detailed overview of your current situation in the key 
areas above and establishes the base of your ongoing plan. Each year an updated review is completed to monitor your progress and 
identify any necessary adjustments. 

Our wealth management services include mathematical analysis and forecasting, professional evaluation and advice, specific 
recommendations, support, a structure for making decisions, and accountability, all designed so we can enable people to make 
effective financial decisions. Often people work with us to put issues into perspective, and to make important decisions that require 
professional analysis.   

In the broadest possible sense, our goal and duty is to be your advocate in every area of your life in which we are allowed to be a part.  
We are willing and ready to stand between our clients and the difficulties of life, to help you make decisions that will resolve existing 
problems and prevent future ones.   

We understand it is not possible for our team to handle all of your problems alone. To deal with these issues, we maintain a resource 
group of outside professionals. We monitor the process to ensure the work done on your behalf is of the highest standards and is 
completed in a timely manner.  

Likewise, we understand some individuals may not want comprehensive wealth management or have the assets necessary to derive 
optimum value from the program. There's certainly nothing wrong with that. We realize we can't be all things to everyone and our 
services are not for everyone.  

 

Working Relationship: What are our core beliefs and philosophies? 

It is our view, rather than "Life is too short," "Life is too long, not to be doing those things that are fun and rewarding," and the majority 
of people in our society and culture don't spend enough time examining these issues. 

We believe money is "the means, not the goal." While money can assist the achievement of these goals, often there are other ways to 
achieve these goals which may have little to do with personal finance, and which are instead related to astute lifestyle choices. 

We also believe that in our society, there are certain activities, undertaken by professionals and financial consumers, usually harmful 
to a person’s financial health. Financial publications, chat rooms and discussion forums, and many television programs promote 
investment habits which we believe, and which the most respected financial research confirms, are at best unproductive and at worst 
destructive. 
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At our firm, we do not believe in the concept of “hot” stocks or in seeking short-term returns from any investment. Nor do we believe in 
attempting to “time” the market, which usually means moving investments out of the markets when a manager thinks they are going to 
go down, and/or moving back in when a manager thinks the markets are going to move up. 

We also believe that if your time horizon is greater than three years, you should accept some of the volatility risks of the stock market.  
For those financial needs that are fewer than three years in the future, we believe you should invest in ways that do not require this 
risk. 

Our investment activities are generally defined by principles collectively known as Modern Portfolio Theory, based on the work of 
Harry Markowitz, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1990. One of the primary tenets of Modern Portfolio Theory is the 
idea the future cannot be predicted, and neither can stock prices. Another is that a portfolio composed of several asset classes will 
experience fewer price movements and volatility than more concentrated portfolios, even though the more diversified portfolio will 
inevitably include some losing positions at any given time. 

Despite the scientific underpinnings, we believe the investment discipline we provide is not rocket science. Many of our clients have 
the intellectual ability to practice it without us. Yet, our investment services are valuable to them because we take the emotions out of 
their decisions, and because we handle the messy paperwork associated with maintaining and monitoring an investment portfolio. 

We believe much of the “financial advice” people receive comes in the form of advertisements, which suggest, in powerful images, that 
happiness and/or fulfillment can be achieved by the purchase of this or that advertised item. Our goal is to help people recognize their 
individual view of happiness and/or fulfillment, so they can determine which personal expenditures further their progress toward that 
goal. 

Finally, we believe in the value of synergy or the team approach to wealth management. Effective communication and exchange of 
data and ideas between all related technical experts is essential to creating an exceptional plan for you. That means we expect to 
routinely share your financial information, as needed, with the professionals on your team.  

Our role is to provide financial leadership. It is said a good leader takes people where they want to be, while a GREAT leader takes 
people where they ought to be. 

 

Mutual Commitments: What are our obligations to you in this relationship? 

In consideration of the trust you place in us, we will commit: 

 To act as your fiduciary, treating your money with the same care and prudence we would treat our own. We will routinely make 
recommendations we believe are best for you even if it means less revenue to our firm. 
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 To have no allegiance to any company, product, or service, beyond our belief in its ability to help you reach your goals. 

 To get to know you, your personal goals, your struggles and challenges around money, and to tailor our recommendations so  
they help you create an abundant and free financial life. 

 To treat your financial information in strict confidentiality. 

 To treat you with respect, professionalism, honesty, and to maintain a nonjudgmental attitude toward the goals and information 
you present to us. 

 To be available to you during business hours, by phone or in person. 

 To deliver important advice even if it may create discomfort in the short-term. The people we work with prefer us to be honest 
whenever we encounter what seem to be unrealistic expectations, a pattern of living beyond one’s means or a disconnect 
between stated goals and financial or purchase decisions. 

 Recognizing our fiduciary responsibility to clients and the public, we will uphold the highest standards of care in the industry by 
espousing and practicing: Objectivity, Fairness, and Suitability, Full Disclosure, Confidentiality, Integrity and Honesty, 
Professionalism, Competence, and Regulatory Compliance. 

Our objective is to offer an open architecture structure in which we can customize a plan for you. Your unique plan will be created 
using only the tools that add value for your situation. Together, we will function as architect and builder of your plan of action. 
Additionally, we freely make available the wisdom we have acquired through years of experience to each of our clients as the 
opportunity arises. 

 

Mutual Commitments: What do we expect from you in this relationship?  

As a client of ours, we hope and expect you to be honest and forthcoming about your personal and professional goals, and about your 
current financial situation. The quality of our advice will depend on the quality of information you provide to us. 

Wealth management is personal, so we will ask you to share with us data and issues you may not share with anyone but your family.  
The more effectively we are able to communicate with one another, the more personalized your long-term plan will be.   

Specifically, we expect you to share your personal financial data and financial history with us, and to bring in relevant documents upon 
request. Just as you have to disclose a great deal of information to your doctor in order for him or her to do their job well, we will need 
a great deal of information to make professional recommendations. For example, your medical history may give us insights we need 
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for projecting mortality, for such areas as retirement or long term cash flow projections, as well as certain types of risk management 
(insurance). 

We believe effective wealth management requires a commitment of time from you. Each year will include three meetings (depending 
on how long you’ve been using our service), scheduled every 120 days. You need to be willing to attend each of these meetings, even 
if only by video conference. We design these meetings to provide you with the knowledge and tools to make good decisions. These 
meetings also provide us with the necessary information to maintain a unique plan for you. 

As time goes on, we expect you to keep us informed, as soon as possible, about important changes having a significant effect on your 
financial and personal life. We always ask you carefully review all communications and statements immediately and promptly report 
any errors to us and/or ask for clarification on anything you do not understand. 

If the partnership between us is to be valuable and beneficial, you must be willing to allow yourself to trust the intentions and 
experience we bring to the relationship. You should be comfortable the advice we give comes from wanting to do only what is right and 
just for you and your circumstances. 

In order to provide time for analysis and communication with our clients, our meeting times are Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
between 10:00 AM and 4:00 PM.  Because we schedule these meetings in a prearranged fashion, we ask you to be on time so 
we may fully address every issue you have without taking away from the time set aside for you or the next client. We use Monday to 
prepare and finalize for the meetings that are scheduled and we are closed on Friday. Therefore we do not schedule meetings on 
those days. 

We ask you to give us at least 24 hours notice for any cancellation or delay. 

If, at any time, you find we are speaking in terms you don’t understand, we ask you make us aware of it, and request clarification. 

We ask you to follow our investment management recommendations for at least four to six years in order to allow any early market 
declines ample time to recover. 

We ask you to follow all of our advice to the best of your ability and to the extent it is compatible with the goals you have given us, 
even when it requires personal sacrifice, changing a behavior pattern, or overcoming inner resistance. 

We ask that if you are reluctant to follow our advice, and/or if you don’t feel a real trust in our motives and advice, you contact us 
immediately. In our experience, good advice is not taken because people lack a real trust in the advisor. The result is the advisory 
relationship becomes a cost rather than a benefit. 

The most important element of getting the most out of a financial plan is giving it a chance to work. This involves following through on 
the smallest details. This does not mean everything must be done exactly as it is initially planned. It means when an element of the 
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plan needs to change, it is changed through the planning process. 

Most wealth management plans quietly fade away into obscurity. No meaningful goals are furthered by most financial plans. This is 
because the end result of the initial planning process is really only the first draft of the plan. As elements of the plan fail to work they 
are dropped and little by little the plan is abandoned. Our processes and procedures are designed to prevent this outcome. 

The clients who make the most progress do so by making an honest effort to follow the plan. The clients who enjoy exponential 
progress toward their goals continuously update their plans in client meetings and fine tune the plans until they have an efficient goal 
meeting machine tailored to their personality and individual needs. For these clients, following the plan becomes effortless since it is 
perfectly designed for them and following it has become a habit. 

 

Communication: What happens if I have questions or concerns after the initial wealth management plan is 
delivered and implemented? 

Effective communication is critical to our ability to help you get the best possible results. The more effectively we are able to 
communicate, the more personalized your long-term plan will be.   

Wealth management is personal, so we will ask you to continue to share with us data and issues you may not share with anyone but 
your family. We will keep all information, whether in written or verbal form, in the strictest of confidences. 

We take full responsibility for errors. If we make them, we must correct them. But first, we must be made aware of an error. We 
depend on you to give us the opportunity to correct any mistake. Please talk to us so we may do so. 

We welcome the opportunity to schedule time for communication with you. We are available for phone consultation during our normal 
business hours and are available for individual meetings during the times listed previously. You can leave messages after hours to 
schedule phone or in-office meetings or use our on-line scheduling system. 

During business trips, email and voicemail are used to provide client support and keep in touch.  There will be an email message sent 
or a message on the phone for all significant physical absences. 

If something important arises between our scheduled meetings, please call us with updated information, problems or questions. We 
ask you to inform us of your financial choices, before you make a decision, not after the fact. 

We ask, if you DO spend time reading about financial affairs, you avoid any material (including financial talk shows and magazines 
and chat rooms) which provides tips on short-term financial moves or hot opportunities, or which provide coverage of hourly or daily 
“white noise” movements in the markets.  In our experience, people who pay attention to the markets on anything but an occasional 
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basis have more trouble focusing on their most important goals than those who are able to tune out this white noise information. 

We maintain a website at www.pfmadvisor.com along with an investment portal and a planning portal to provide additional resources 
to our clients. A listing of all resources group members with contact information is available on request. 

Most importantly, please be open with us at all times.  Remember, you can tell us everything, even things you are just barely ready to 
tell yourself. Please do not hold back.   

Recognize we are not able to read minds, and we aren’t able to keep track of events in your life without your help. By keeping us 
informed of changes in your life and your progress toward your goals, you are making it easier for us to help you make great decisions 
and move ahead in your journey.   

If anything is said or done that upsets you or doesn’t feel right, please bring it to the attention of the firm, so it can be resolved as soon 
as possible. 

 

Supportive termination: Is there a procedure to end this business relationship? 

Effective wealth management should be proactive, flexible, value-added and enjoyable. If we ever stop respecting one another, then 
our relationship needs to be evaluated. 

We provide the right to end our working relationship at any time, by either party. All services we provide are fee-for-service and are 
designed to be a pay-as-you-go arrangement. No penalties or hidden charges exist to prevent a clean break. 

In addition, you agree to give advance notice of the end of our work together. One month is sufficient; however, long-term clients 
generally discuss the decision to terminate a few months in advance. 

You understand by handling termination this way, it often turns out to be a productive part of the financial planning engagement. 

 

Referrals: Is there a procedure for making other people aware of these financial planning services? 

Our firm works primarily with people who are referred to us by our existing clientele.  If your planning experience has enabled you to 
generate the results you want in your life, then we encourage you to share your experience with others. We will happily conduct a risk-
free, explorative session with anyone interested in how to provide referrals without risk to the important person being referred. 
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Final Thoughts: What does this operations manual do for me? 

In closing, we want to make sure you are truly committed to the wealth management process. In addition, you understand the 
importance of collaborating with us, and agree to review our work together regularly. 

 

Confirmation: Read and acknowledge the Engagement Standards document 

You agree to take 100% responsibility for the understanding of and agreement with the information contained in this document.  You 
understand that by honoring these engagement standards, you double the effectiveness and lifetime value of the wealth management 
process. 

There is a separate copy of page 11 in your New Client kit. Please sign, date and return it to our office. You may fax it to (615) 297-
1828, email it to info@fpfmadvisor.com or mail it to the address on the back page. Thank you for your consideration. 
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PFM Advisor 
Engagement Standards Document 

 

We the undersigned have read and acknowledged this Engagement Standards document and understand the terms 
and procedures of the wealth management services provided by PFM Advisor. Further, we agree to abide by these 
standards during the course of our professional relationship with PFM Advisor, its principals, associates and staff. 

 
This acknowledgement signed and agreed to at ______________________, ______, this ______ day of  

_________________, 20 ____. 

 

AGREED by:        APPROVED by PFM Advisor 
 

_____________________________________    By: ____________________________ 
Client Name 
 

_____________________________________    Title: __________________________ 
Client Signature 
 

 
_____________________________________ 
Client Name 
 

_____________________________________ 
Client Signature 
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3100 West End Avenue 
Suite 1290 

Nashville, TN 37203 
(615) 297-1660     fax (615) 297-1828 

www.pfmadvisor.com 


